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This month I am back to work on Criminal Quilts, following a successful
funding application last year to continue the project.



Studio news
Behind the scenes update

Criminal Quilts is an arts and heritage project inspired by photographs of women held
in Stafford Prison 1877-1916. The original prison photograph albums are held in
Staffordshire Record Office and I first came across them when working on a
commission for a gallery which was located inside the court buildings themselves. That
was almost 10 years ago and these ladies and I have come a long way. The exhibition I
created in 2018 is now touring around galleries, museums, prison cells and court
rooms around the UK and I am making new work to go in future exhibitions. 
I’ve decided to develop print making for some of this new work, so I started with a 1:1
session with technician Kate at the brilliant Leicester Print Workshop, where I am
member. She suggested looking at mono printing as well as solar plate etching as
techniques which might work well with my photograph image resources. I have
previously explored screen printing and cyanotype photographic printing with Criminal
Quilts and may well go back to those over the course of this year of creating new
pieces. My aim is to have some work which is faster to produce than my usual slow
hand stitch, and enables me to sell more, but still has the sensitivity and emotional
impact of my textile pieces. I love working with print, it is so fast in comparison to what
I usually do. Working at the Leicester Print Workshop is also really enjoyable, its a well-
equipped and resourced membership space which is really inspiring to be in.  
 
My first experiment was with drawn mono printing - in this technique I inked a glass
sheet and placed the image over the top with paper between. I worked straight from
photocopies of the original photographs and simply traced over the top with soft
pencil. I tried various mark making techniques for depth and texture. At first I was
nervous about making a mess of the faces and I rather like the faceless images - they
have massive emotional impact. I also tried some faces and found it was easier than I
expected to make them look ok. Overall this very short experiment was a success! I
also tried out drawing from carbon paper, using colourful dressmakers carbon which
is one of my favourite materials for experimental drawing. This is very much a first
attempt and there is a long way to go to make mono print drawings an integral part of
my work but I am really happy with the way they have started. I am also planning to
create one-off books including prints and other work on paper which tie in with the
original bound photograph albums and historic documents I have used for research
during the earlier phase of Criminal Quilts at Staffordshire Record Office. 

 
 



Mono type drawings


